Welcome to Fridays with the Flock!
Join us for recommended readings, training links and insights to help you thrive at work and beyond. Happy Friday!

The Best Advice for Introverts
“There’s no denying that by and large the world of work is built for extroverts. It’s natural enough for ambitious introverts to conclude that to get ahead they should probably just fake it.” This article from Inc. explains why being yourself is the best long-term advice for introverts.

How to Write Concisely
“It’s hard to carve out enough time to write effectively. But even when you only have a few minutes to edit, you can try these three strategies to pare down your prose.” Read on for advice from Harvard Business Review on how to make your writing shorter and sharper.

Thrive Thursday Training
We invite all employees to attend a virtual training opportunity in partnership with the University of Maryland College Park. Register for Thrive Thursday: Managing Unsolvable Problems to be held on Thursday, November 10, at 9 a.m. via Zoom. Learn how to name and navigate the ups and downs of common workplace polarities.

LinkedIn Learning This Week
Human Resources suggests the following free LinkedIn Learning courses that you can view at your own pace. Take advantage of these timely and informative webinars for professional and personal growth:

- Managing Your Career as an Introvert
- Tips for Better Business Writing

The trick for introverts is to honor their own styles instead of allowing themselves to be swept up by prevailing norms.

– Susan Cain